T l D E observations made at several different parts of the British and the neighbour ing shores, and in some instances continued for a considerable period, have been discussed by Mr. D . Ross of the Hydrographer's Office, with great labour and per severance ; and as the results which his labours afford may be of use to mariners, I offer to the Royal Society a brief statement of these results.
Where it appears that the actual ratio approaches to the theoretical ratio in propor tion as the amount of tide increases. If the ratio just spoken of were constant, we should be able to find the height of mean water by knowing the excess of springs above neaps: the excess being 10, the mean water would be 7 below the neap high water. But it appears that in general the mean water is lower than this: and the excess of springs being 10, the mean water is from 14 to 19 below neap high water at various points on the coast of Great Britain and France. In consequence of the law of the high waters, given alike by the theory and by the observations, the spring high waters are above the mean high water for a longer period than the neaps are below it. For it is evident that if D E and D F be each equal to DC, the heights are greater than the mean DC through the arc EAF, which is greater than a semicircle. And it is evident that the excess of AE above a qua-EC 5 drant will be an arc of which the sine is or ^; or 12° nearly. Hence the two portions of the semicircle will be, in time, 3h 24m and 2h 38m; and the tides will be above the mean during 6h 48m of lunar transit, and below the mean during 5h 12m; and this is found to be very nearly the case at all the places exam ined; thus con firming the identity of the rule of different places one with another, and with the construction given above. Mr. Ross has drawn from the observations, that the difference of springs and neaps increases gradually from Pembroke to Llanelly, W eston, Cardiff, and finally Bristol, the difference being 5 ft. 6 in. at the first place, and 10ft. 6 in. at the last; and the curve which represents the change from day to day being at all the places of the same form, namely, of the form described in the preceding paper. For the places not otherwise marked in these Tables, the tides were referred to the transit immediately preceding, as giving sufficient exactness for general maritime purposes: but observations received at the Admiralty since the above laws were discovered, have been referred to the third, fourth, or fifth preceding transit, accord ing to their place in Table B. The Devonport tides discussed some years ago, apart from those of neighbouring places, appeared to give the greatest exactness with the fourth preceding transit, which has accordingly been used in the Admiralty Tables. There can be no doubt at present that the third preceding transit is more correct for this port; but the labour of recalculating new Tables would be great, and the difference ol the result would never be more than one minute in the time and one inch in the height.
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